
 Mitansh Panchal 
 Computer Engineer / Web Developer 

 As a highly motivated and enthusiastic software engineer, I am eager to 
 bring my passion for technology and problem-solving to the industry. 

 With a solid foundation in computer science and programming, I am 
 confident in my ability to learn and grow in a fast-paced environment. 

 I am excited to begin my career and contribute my skills to the 
 development of innovative solutions that make a positive impact on the 
 world. 

 Waghodia Dabhoi Ring Road 
 Vadodara / Baroda 

 Gujarat 
 INDIA 

 +  91 7265887213 
 mitanshpanchal@gmail.com 

 PROJECTS 

 ISCV (Interactive Simulations using Computer Vision 
 FEB 2023 

 Our  aim  through  this  project  is  to  provide  a  better  development  experience  of 
 developing  machine  learning  applications  which  require  machine  learning  models 
 and  configurations.  This  project  lets  you  use  our  pre  configured  modules  still  with 
 ability to configure important parameters. 

 INT Digital Technologies 
 NOVEMBER 2022 

 INT Digital Technologies is a digital services agency. 
 Worked on the website’s front end and code in React and Tailwind. 

 TORFLIX 
 NOVEMBER 2022 

 Torflix  is  a  POSIX-compliant  shell  script  that  lets  you  stream  torrent  files  fetched 
 directly from TOR websites. 

 EDUCATION 

 Sigma University (GTU Affiliated) 
 —  BE Computer Engineering [Pursuing] 
 2023 - 2026 

 The  Maharaja  Sayajirao  University  Of  Baroda  Polytechnic  ,  Baroda 
 —  Diploma In Computer Engineering 
 July 2020 - July 2023 

 Urmi School and Hostel, Baroda, Gujarat  — 
 Secondary - X CBSE 
 March 2019 - March 2020 

 GRADES: 79.69 % 

 SKILLS 

 FRONT END DEVELOPMENT 
 ▸ReactJs  ▸NextJs  ▸Tailwindcss  ▸Javascript 
 ▸HTML ▸CSS 
 ▸Framer-Motion (Animation Library) 

 BACKEND DEVELOPMENT 
 ▸ExpressJS  ▸Prisma-ORM 
 ▸Python(Flask)▸NodeJs 

 OTHERS 
 ▸Linux  ▸FreeBSD  ▸System  daemons 
 ▸Nginx ▸Shell scripting ▸NeoVIM 
 ▸KVM  Virtualization[QEMU]  ▸cURL 
 ▸FFmpeg ▸imageMagick ▸TOR 

 ACTIVITIES 

 Class Representative 
 ▸  For  consecutive  two  years  Diploma 
 Computer Engineering. 

 Talk  On  Linux  Operating  Systems 
 and Open Source MSU Baroda 
 ▸  1-hour  online  seminar  on  Linux 
 operating  systems  and  Open  source 
 Tools and development. 

 Freelanced for ExpositARVR 
 ▸  Worked  on  website  optimization 
 and  discussed  social  media  marketing 
 strategies. 

 +40,000  views  and  300  watch  hours 
 on Youtube Channel about Linux 

 LANGUAGES 

 ▸  English  ▸Hindi ▸Gujarati 

https://github.com/looph0le/ISCV
https://www.intdigitech.com/
https://github.com/looph0le/torflix

